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Abstract
The list-ranking problem is considered for parallel computers which communicate through an inter-
connection network. Each PU holds k nodes of a set of linked lists. A novel randomized algorithm gives a
considerable improvement over earlier ones: for a large class of networks and suﬃciently large k, it takes
only twice the number of steps required by a k–k routing. For hypercubes the condition is k ¼ xðlog2 NÞ.
Even better results are achieved for d-dimensional meshes: we show that the ranking time exceeds the
routing time only by lower-order terms for all k ¼ xðd2Þ. We also show that list-ranking requires at least
the time required for k–k routing. Thus, the results are within a factor two from optimal, those for meshes
even match the lower bound up to lower-order terms.
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A linked list, hereafter just list, is a basic data structure: it consists of nodes which are linked
together, so that every node has precisely one predecessor and one successor, except for the initial
node, which has no predecessor, and the ﬁnal node, which has no successor. Connected to the use
of lists is the list-ranking problem: to determine for each node its rank within its list, i.e., its
distance from the initial node of its list.
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The main application of list-ranking is as a subroutine in the Euler-tour technique (see [5,8]),
which is of outstanding importance in the theory of parallel computation. This technique is ap-
plied in many parallel algorithms for problems on trees. Another (even practical) application is in
the evaluation of the cycle structure of very large permutations.
Earlier algorithms show that for a large class of networks the list-ranking problem can be
solved within a constant factor from optimal. The main contribution of this paper is to show that,
under realistic conditions on the size of the input, one can actually achieve 2-optimality: the al-
gorithm of this paper requires at most twice as long as optimal.
1.1. Previous work
PRAM algorithms. On synchronous parallel computers equipped with a shared-memory,
PRAMs, the basic approach is pointer jumping. For a list of length N, this technique can be used
in a list-ranking algorithm which runs in OðlogNÞ time with OðN  logNÞ work on an EREW
PRAM. Using accelerated cascading, the work of this algorithm is reduced to the optimal OðNÞ,
while maintaining running time OðlogNÞ [4].
Network algorithms. Alternatively one may consider parallel computers consisting of N pro-
cessing units, PUs, that communicate through an interconnection network [11]. For hypercubes
Ryu and JaJa [16] have shown that linear speed-up can be achieved if every PU holds at least
k ¼ N  nodes, for  > 0 a constant. Though the time order is optimal, OðkÞ in the all-port model,
the leading constant strongly increases with 1=, limiting its practicality. Using randomization, the
problem has been solved in ð7þ oð1ÞÞ  k steps, if k ¼ xðlog2 NÞ [18]. The list-ranking on two-
dimensional n n meshes has been considered by Atallah and Hambrusch [2], by Gibbons and
Srikant [6], and by Sibeyn [18]. By quite diﬀerent algorithms, they derive OðnÞ algorithms for a list
of length n2. For ranking k  n2 nodes, [18] gives: ð10þ oð1ÞÞ  k  n and ð31
2
þ oð1ÞÞ  k  n steps for a
deterministic and a randomized algorithm, respectively.
Practical algorithms. Several recent papers report on implementations of list-ranking algo-
rithms on parallel computers. Experiences with algorithms based on the independent-set-removal
idea are described in [7] (for the MasPar) and [20] (for the Paragon). Reid-Miller [15] describes a
randomized algorithm for list-ranking on a Cray T-90.
1.2. This paper
We develop eﬃcient randomized list-ranking algorithms. The main algorithm is formulated
for arbitrary networks. Its versatility is demonstrated by applying it to hypercubes and meshes.
We also show that list-ranking requires at least as many steps as routing. We concentrate on the
case that every PU holds k  1 nodes of a set of lists. Practically this is no serious limitation.
For meshes the situation of small k has been considered in [18]. We outline the algorithm of this
paper:
Nodes are selected as rulers with probability f 	1, for some f that will be speciﬁed later as a function of the net-
work, k and N. Then packets are sent down the paths starting at the rulers for at most f  ln f steps. Nodes which
have not been reached are treated separately. A parallel preﬁx is performed on the rulers, and the obtained results
are transferred to their subjects.
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If there are many lists, we have to be very careful in handling the initial parts of every list: all the
initial nodes may be located in a small concentrated subset of the PUs. Routing at the same time
from all of them would be expensive. By letting initial nodes start their participation with a
speciﬁed probability, we can exclude undesirable clustering of the messages without randomizing
the whole input. On many networks the sketched algorithm runs in just twice the routing time.
For hypercubes the condition is k ¼ xðlog2 NÞ. Even better results are achieved for d-dimensional
meshes, exploiting the fact that routing within subnetworks is much cheaper than routing within
the whole mesh, we show that the ranking time exceeds the routing time only by lower-order terms
for all k ¼ xðd2Þ.
The underlying idea of our algorithm is the same as that of the algorithm by Reid-Miller [15].
Both algorithms can be viewed as simpliﬁed, randomized versions of the earlier algorithm by
Anderson and Miller [1]. The fundamental diﬀerence with [15] is the approach: we present a
theoretical paper in which the quality of an algorithm is analyzed with respect to an abstract cost-
measure. Furthermore, we have added various ideas for the application to interconnection net-
works, and for the ﬁrst time we
• give lower and upper bounds that diﬀer only by a factor of two for a large class of networks;
• allow a set of lists, rather than one long list, without needing extra routing steps;
• give nearly optimal results for list-ranking on meshes.
2. Preliminaries
Networks. There are various models for parallel computers. We consider distributed memory
machines for which every PU has its own local memory, and data is exchanged over a ﬁxed in-
terconnection network. The number of PUs is N. The bisection width, BW ðNÞ, is the minimum
number of connections that has to be removed to obtain two disjoint networks with bN=2c and
dN=2e PUs, respectively. Meshes and hypercubes are among the most studied interconnection
networks. In a d-dimensional mesh, the N PUs are laid out in a d-dimensional n     n grid.
Here and in the remainder, we use n ¼ N 1=d . A PU is connected to its (at most) 2  d immediate
neighbors. A hypercube with N PUs is a logN -dimensional 2     2 grid. Every PU is connected
to its logN neighbors. The performance of an algorithm running on an interconnection network is
measured by the maximum number of routing steps T it may take. In a step a PU can transfer one
packet containing one basic unit of information to a neighbor. To be precise, we assume that
log S þOð1Þ bits can be transferred in one step. Here S denotes the total number of nodes of the
list. We assume that the connections allow bi-directional communication in a single step. Our
default assumption is that the PUs can communicate with all their neighbors at the same time: all-
port model.
Problem deﬁnition. Initially, every PU holds k ¼ S=N nodes. Every node has a unique index:
node p, residing in memory position j, 06 j < k, of PU i, 06 i < N , has index indðpÞ ¼ i  k þ j.
This index has nothing to do with the rank, but is used to compute the PU in which a node resides.
The successor of a node p in the list is denoted sucðpÞ, which is known by p. The initial and ﬁnal
nodes know their status. The rank of p is denoted rnkðpÞ, and is deﬁned as the distance of p from the
initial nodes of its list. The rank of the initial nodes is ﬁxed as 0. The problem to compute rnkðpÞ for
all nodes p is denoted lrpðk;NÞ and the required number of steps is denoted Trankðk;NÞ.
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Routing. k–k routing is the problem in which every PU is the source and destination of at most k
packets. For a given network, Trouteðk;NÞ denotes the number of steps to perform k–k routing. Let
k be the smallest number so that for all kP k the routing time increases linearly with k:
Trouteðk;NÞ6 k=k  Trouteðk;NÞ: ð1Þ
The existence of a k satisfying (1) is a basic assumption of the BSP model [21]. Generally, (1)
is accurate only up to lower-order terms. To get a pleasant notation, these lower-order terms
are omitted. The lower-order terms resulting from the list-ranking algorithm are taken into
account.
Probabilities. All results in this paper hold with high probability: their probability of failure is
bounded by n	c, for some constant c > 0. For tail estimates on functions of random variables that
are not necessarily independent, the following is very useful:
Lemma 1 (Azuma inequality [12]). Let X1; . . . ;Xm be independent random variables. For each i, Xi
takes values in a set Ai. Let f :
Q
i Ai ! R be a measurable function satisfying jf ðxÞ 	 f ðyÞj6 c,
when x and y differ only in a single coordinate. Let Z be the random variable f ðX1; . . . ;XmÞ. Then for
any t > 0
P ½jZ 	 E½ZjP t6 2  e	2t2=ðc2mÞ:
Pointer jumping. Suppose we have a set of lists of total length S, and that for a ﬁnal node p,
sucðpÞ ¼ p. The following process of repeatedly doubling is called pointer jumping:
repeatdlog Se times
for all p do sucðpÞ :¼ sucðsucðpÞÞ.
Hereafter, for all p, sucðpÞ gives the ﬁnal node of the list of p (see [8] for a proof). Keeping track
of some additional information, the algorithm can easily be modiﬁed to compute functions like
the rank. A small modiﬁcation satisﬁes to eliminate all the concurrent read operations. Do-
ing this,
Lemma 2. Pointer jumping can be performed in Oðlog S  Trouteðk;NÞÞ steps.
Independent-set removal. For our later applications we need an algorithm that runs in
OðTrouteðk;NÞÞ. For suﬃciently large k, this can be achieved by independent-set removal. The
idea, described in any book on parallel algorithms (for example [8]), is the following. The
algorithm proceeds in rounds. In every round all nodes select at random a color black or
white. If a white node is preceded by a black node, it is excluded from the list and becomes
passive. The remaining nodes remain active. In each round the number of active nodes is re-
duced by a constant factor. Thus, the problem size decreases geometrically. After the problem
size has been reduced from S to S= log S, the remaining problem may be solved with pointer
jumping.
Lemma 3. For all kP k  ln S þ ln2 N , list-ranking can be solved in OðTrouteðk;NÞÞ, with high
probability.
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Proof. The expected number of nodes that are sending a packet in a PU is decreasing from k to
k= log S. By our condition on k, this is always at least lnN , thus the actual number will deviate
by a constant factor at most. Also this number is always at least k, thus the sum of all routing
times can be determined by summing up the maximum packet sizes occurring in each
round. 
Lower bounds. For list-ranking, there is no trivial lower bound on the amount of information to
exchange. By counting the information content, we prove that it is not easier than routing.
Lemma 4. lrpðk;NÞ takes at least as many steps as transferring an unknown number
m 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ðk  N=2Þ!g over the bisection.
Proof. Consider a single list, with all links going back and forth across the bisection. Computing
the ranks of the nodes on one side of the bisection is equivalent to telling the nodes in this half
which of the ðk  N=2Þ! permutations has been chosen for the successors on the other side. 
Lemma 5. If l bits go over the bisection in a step, then any protocol for transferring a number
m 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Mg over the bisection takes at least dlogM=le steps.
Proof. One can use a decision-tree argument: any tree with nodes of degree 2l and M leaves has
depth at least dlog2l Me ¼ dlogM=le. 
Theorem 1. If at most logðk  NÞ þOð1Þ bits can be transferred over any connection in a step, then
Trankðk;NÞP ð1	 oð1ÞÞ  k  N=ð2  BW ðNÞÞ:
Proof. Stirlings formula gives M ¼ ðk  N=2Þ!P ðk  N=ð2  eÞÞkN=2. The maximum number of bits
transferred over the bisection in a step equals l ¼ ðlogðk  NÞ þ cÞ  BW ðNÞ, for some constant c.
Substituting in the expression of Lemma 5 gives the result. 
3. General algorithm
Lemma 3 shows that for kP k  ln S þ ln2 N the list-ranking problem can be solved within a
constant factor from optimal. In this section we assume
k ¼ xðk  ln S þ ln2 NÞ ð2Þ
and show that for such k list-ranking can be solved within a factor two from optimal. For many
networks a smaller k is suﬃcient, but (2) might be the weakest condition that is suﬃcient for all.
Deﬁne





This choice of f is motivated by reasons internal to the analysis in Section 3.2. At present we only
need that f ðk;NÞ ¼ xð1Þ because of (2).
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3.1. Algorithm
Recall that we assume that all nodes know their successors and that initial and ﬁnal nodes know
their status. For a given network and given values of k and N, we write f for f ðk;NÞ. The sending
is performed in rounds with barrier synchronizations between them. All PUs keep track of the
number of performed rounds in a variable r.
1. Every non-initial node is uniformly and independently selected as ruler with probability f 	1.
Every initial node and ruler p sets rnkðpÞ :¼ 0.
2. Each ruler p initiates a sending wave: It sends a message indðpÞ to sucðpÞ. Upon reception of a
packet indðpÞ, a node p0 sets rnkðp0Þ :¼ r. If p0 is not a ﬁnal node or a ruler, and if r < f  ln f ,
then p0 sends a packet indðpÞ to sucðp0Þ. If p0 is a non-ruler, it is said to be a subject of p.
At the beginning of each sending round r, every initial node p that was not selected before,
is selected as ruler with probability f 	1  ð1	 f 	1Þr	1. Upon selection, p initiates a sending
wave.
3. Perform a list-ranking algorithm on all nodes that were not reached in Step 2. All initial nodes
that were not selected as rulers and all non-rulers reached in round f  ln f act as initial ele-
ments. All rulers and ﬁnal nodes that were not reached act as ﬁnal nodes. After this step, all
initial nodes (the real ones) and their subjects know their ranks. They do not participate in
the further steps. The other nodes remain active.
4. A new set of lists connecting the rulers is constructed. As a result of the previous steps each
ruler p knows the index of the preceding ruler p0. If p0 is an initial node then p marks itself
as an initial node. Otherwise, p sends a packet containing indðpÞ to p0. If p receives a packet
indðp00Þ, it marks p00 as its new successor. If p does not receive a packet, it marks itself as a ﬁnal
node.
5. Perform a weighted list-ranking1 on the constructed set of lists. The link from node p has
weight rnkðpÞ. Hereafter all rulers know their ranks.
6. Perform a modiﬁcation of Step 2 to inform the subjects about the ranks of their rulers.
7. The information spreading is ﬁnished with a modiﬁcation of Step 3. Finally each node p adds
the rank of its ruler to rnkðpÞ to obtain the ﬁnal value of rnkðpÞ.
The random selection of the initial nodes with this speciﬁc probability is performed to assure that
the probability that they are the source of a packet is no diﬀerent from that of all other nodes. See
Lemma 6 for details.
The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. As it is presented it is very general and works just as well
for the BSP model or a PRAM. If the number of processors is not too large, this is trivial. If the
goal is Oðlog nÞ time with n= log n PUs, one has to be slightly more careful [13,17]. This algorithm
may also be adapted for applications on real parallel computers [19,20].
Notice that in Step 2 we do not perform pointer jumping: every node sends at most one packet
over all sending rounds. Continuing Step 2 until all nodes have been reached would require
Xðf Þ ln s sending rounds, imposing additional conditions on k. Therefore we change to some
algorithm that solves the remaining problem more eﬃciently.
1 Weighted list-ranking is almost the same problem as list-ranking the only diﬀerence being that links have a weight
attached to them, and the task is to compute for every node p the sum of all weights attached to the links on the path
from the initial node of its list up to p itself.
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3.2. Analysis
Let Tiðk;NÞ denote the number of routing steps taken by Step i of the algorithm. T1ðk;NÞ ¼ 0.
The following lemma plays a central role in our analysis. Its proof essentially depends on the
special way the initial nodes are designated as rulers.
Lemma 6. Let PrðpÞ be the probability that a node p sends a packet in sending round r. For all p and
r, 16 r6 f  ln f , PrðpÞ ¼ f 	1  ð1	 f 	1Þr	1.
Proof. Consider a node p that lies at least r 	 1 positions away from the head of its list. The
probability that p sends a packet, is the probability that the node r 	 1 positions away has been
selected as ruler, while none of the intermediate nodes, including p itself, has been selected. Thus,
for such a p, PrðpÞ ¼ f 	1  ð1	 f 	1Þr	1. If a node p lies i < r 	 1 positions away from the head of
its list, then p sends a packet in round r, if the initial node has been selected as ruler in round r 	 i,
while none of the intermediate nodes has been selected as ruler. Thus, for such a p,
PrðpÞ ¼ f 	1  ð1	 f 	1Þr	i	1  ð1	 f 	1Þi. 
Let kr ¼ k  f 	1  ð1	 f 	1Þr	1, be the expected number of packets sent by a PU in round r.
Lemma 7. In round r, 16 r6 f  ln f , the number of packets sent by a PU is bounded by
k0r ¼ ð1þ 1=f Þ  kr, with high probability.
Proof. The probability that a node sends a packet in round r is not independent of the sending of
other nodes. Therefore, we cannot apply Chernoﬀ bounds to bound k0r. We will use Lemma 1
instead. Consider the k nodes in a PU. Whether any of them sends a packet depends on r random
Fig. 1. The action of the steps of the list-ranking algorithm for a list consisting of 18 nodes. Here f ¼ 4 and
df  ln f e ¼ 6. The indices of the important nodes are marked by the letters A; . . . ;E. Only values which are updated in a
step are indicated. F, T indicate false, true, respectively. from indicates the ruler from which a node was reached.
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choices. Changing the value of a random choice changes the number of packets sent by at most 1.
So, we may apply Lemma 1, with Xi the outcome of a random choice, Ai ¼ f0; 1g, m ¼ r  k and
c ¼ 1. The hardest situation occurs for r ¼ f  ln f . Then m ¼ k  f  ln f 1=2. For suﬃciently strong
bounding we must take t ¼ Oððk  f  ln f  lnÞ1=2Þ. Thus, using Lemma 6, k0f ln f 6 kf ln fþ
Oððk  f  ln f  lnNÞ1=2Þ6 k=f 2 þ k=f 3, because (3) gives f 6 ðk= lnNÞ1=8. 
Lemma 8. T2ðk;NÞ ¼ T6ðk;NÞ6 ð1þ 1=f Þ  Trouteðk;NÞ.
Proof. Rewrite Trouteðð1þ 1=f Þ  kr;NÞ ¼ ð1þ 1=f Þ  Trouteðkr;NÞ. The result follows because
kr P k=f 2 > k and
P
r kr6 k. 
The participating nodes in Step 3 are precisely those which did not send during Step 2. By
Lemma 6, the probability that a node did not send during Step 2 can be estimated by
ð1	 f 	1Þf ln f 6 1=f . Hence, the expected number of nodes participating in Step 3 is less than k=f
in every PU.
Lemma 9. T3ðk;NÞ ¼ T7ðk;NÞ6 Trankðk=f þ k=f 3;NÞ.
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 7 it can be shown that there are at most k=f þ k=f 3
unreached nodes in any PU after Step 2. 
Lemma 10. T4ðk;NÞ ¼ ð1þ oð1ÞÞ=f  Trouteðk;NÞ. T5ðk;NÞ ¼ Trankðð1þ oð1ÞÞ=f  k;NÞ.
Proof. In Step 4, one packet is sent by every non-initial ruler. Every non-ﬁnal ruler receives a
packet. Every node is a ruler with probability 1=f , independently of the others. Hence, we can use
Chernoﬀ bounds to bound the number of packets sent and received by each PU. In Step 5, the
ranking involves at most ð1þ oð1ÞÞ=f  k nodes per PU. 
Theorem 2. If k ¼ xðk  ln S þ ln2 NÞ,
Trankðk;NÞ ¼ ð2þ oð1ÞÞ  Trouteðk;NÞ;
with high probability.
Proof. Because of (3), k=f > k  ln S þ ln2 N . Thus, Lemma 3 gives a bound on the time for
ranking the subproblems: Trankðk=f ;NÞ ¼ Oð1=f Þ  Trouteðk;NÞ. 
4. Hypercubes
As an illustration of the power of the derived result, we present some strong results for hy-
percubes. We distinguish hypercubes with one-port communication, in which in each step each
PU can send and receive only one packet, and hypercubes with all-port communication, in which
in each step each PU can send and receive packets from all its neighbors.
A trivial extension of the algorithm of Valiant and Brebner [22] gives
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Lemma 11. For a hypercube with one-port communication, if k ¼ xðlogNÞ,
Trouteðk;NÞ ¼ ð1þ oð1ÞÞ  k  logN :
From [3] the following result can be derived:
Lemma 12. For a hypercube with all-port communication, if k ¼ xðlogNÞ,
Trouteðk;NÞ ¼ ð1þ oð1ÞÞ  k:
So, for both types of hypercubes, k ¼ xðlogNÞ. Using Lemma 3 gives
Theorem 3. For both types of hypercubes, if kP log2 N ,
Trankðk;NÞ ¼ OðTrouteðk;NÞÞ;
with high probability.
The new algorithm allows to bound the leading constant to 2: Theorem 2 gives
Theorem 4. For both types of hypercubes, if k ¼ xðlog2 NÞ,
Trankðk;NÞ6 ð2þ oð1ÞÞ  Trouteðk;NÞ;
with high probability.
This result is much better than the results in [16,18].
5. Meshes
Meshes are slow in comparison with other architectures, but often the loss is partially gained
back because local and sparse operations can be performed almost for free. In this section we
slightly modify the algorithm. These modiﬁcations make the algorithm twice as fast, and allow us
to prove the result for any k ¼ xðd2Þ.
k–k sorting is deﬁned analogously to k–k routing: Each PU holds at most k packets. Attached
to these packets are keys from a completely ordered set. The memory positions are indexed in a
suitable way, and the task is to rearrange the packets so that afterwards the key of the packet in
memory position i is smaller than or equal to the key of the packet in memory position j, for all
06 i < j < k  N .
Lemma 13. [9,10]For a d-dimensional mesh, if kP 4  d,
Trouteðk;NÞ; Tsortðk;NÞ ¼ ð1=2þ oð1ÞÞ  k  n:
5.1. Asymptotically optimal list-ranking
Combining Lemma 13 with Lemma 3 immediately gives that for kP log2 N ranking can be
performed in OðTrouteðk;NÞ. Exploiting the properties of the mesh, we show that kP d2 is
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suﬃcient. As far as we know this is a new result (in [18] it is implicitly assumed that d is
constant).
Independent-set removal is performed throughout. That is, we do not change to pointer
jumping after reducing the problem size by a factor log S. As long as the number of active nodes
exceeds 4  d  N , after every round the active packets are smoothed out, to assure that each PU
holds approximately the same number of them. Once the number of active packets S 0 drops below
4  d  N , they are all concentrated in an n0      n0 corner, with n0 ¼ ðS0=ð4  dÞÞ1=d . This con-
centration can be performed with some counting and routing.
Lemma 14. On a d-dimensional n     n mesh, list-ranking can be performed in Oððk þ d2Þ  nÞ
steps.
Proof. If k > 4  d, the ﬁrst reduction rounds consume Oðk  n Pi aiÞ steps. Here a is the reduction
factor, 3/4 when the simplest version of independent-set removal is applied. The later rounds
require






1	 a1=d Oð4  d  nÞ:
For all constant d the ﬁrst factor is a constant. So, it remains to analyze it for large d. Set b ¼ 1=a
and x ¼ 1=d. Substitution gives 1
1	a1=d ¼ b
x
bx	1. The numerator is close to 1. For small x, that is for
large d, the ﬁrst-order Taylor expansion gives a good approximation of the denominator: ln b  x.
So, the whole ﬁrst factor is bounded by OðdÞ. 
Theorem 5. On a d-dimensional n     n mesh, if kP d2,
Trankðk;NÞ ¼ OðTrouteðk;NÞÞ:
The algorithm was presented in a randomized form, and this is the most eﬃcient, but all op-
erations can also be made deterministic. For the routing and sorting this was presented in [9], for
the independent-set selection, this was explained in [18]. The nicest thing about Theorem 5 is, that
it constitutes a continuous transition between the result for two-dimensional meshes, where k ¼ 1
is suﬃcient, and for hypercubes, where we should have k ¼ log2 N .
5.2. Optimal list-ranking
Now we want to apply the algorithm from Section 3 to obtain optimal results: a time con-
sumption of only ð1þ oð1ÞÞ  Trouteðk;NÞ.
The leading factor 2 in the result of Theorem 2 comes from Step 2 and Step 6. On meshes the
contribution from Step 6 can easily be eliminated. We outline the necessary modiﬁcations in
comparison to the algorithm of Section 3. In Step 1, after selection, the rulers are spread so that
each PU holds at most k=f þ 1 of them (in practice it is better to select exactly k=f rulers in every
PU, but this introduces slight dependencies). This spreading is performed by some counting and
routing operations in OðTrouteðk=f ;NÞÞ steps. Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 are performed without modiﬁ-
cations. Let f 0 ¼ f 1=d . Then we perform
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6. The mesh is divided in n=f 0      n=f 0 submeshes. The rulers travel dimension by dimension,
and drop a copy in all positions that are shifted from their original positions bymultiples of n=f 0.
7. In every submesh rulers and subjects are sorted together so that each ruler stands at the head of
a contiguous subset of PUs holding its subjects in this submesh. All rulers spread their data to
their subjects and all packets return this information to the PU they were coming from.
Lemma 15.
T6ðk;N ; f 0Þ ¼ Oðk  n=f 0Þ:
Afterwards every PU holds at most k þ f 0d rulers.
Proof. Process the dimensions sequentially, starting with dimension 0, ending with dimension
d 	 1. At the start of the routing along dimension i, every PU holds k=f 0d	i þ f 0i packets. The
shifting can be performed in the time needed to concentrate all packets from a row of submeshes
into a submesh on the outside. This takes ðf 0 	 1Þ  ðk=f 0d	i þ f 0iÞ  n=f 0 steps. The total routing
time is less than
ðn	 n=f 0Þ 
Xd	1
i¼0
ðk=f 0d	i þ f 0iÞ < k  n=f 0 þ f 0d < 2  k  n=f 0: 
Lemma 16. For all k > 4  d,
T7ðk;N ; f 0Þ ¼ Oðk  n=f 0Þ:
Proof. All counting, sorting and routing take as much time as routing in an n0      n0 mesh.
The spreading is even cheaper, it takes as much time as the maximum distance a subject is away
from its ruler. 
Now we can prove the analogue of Theorem 4 for meshes:
Theorem 6. On a d-dimensional n     n mesh, if k ¼ xðd2Þ,
Trankðk;NÞ ¼ ð1þ oð1ÞÞ  Trouteðk;NÞ:
Proof. For k ¼ xðlog2 NÞ, we are done: just add the given times together. For smaller k, we have
to be more careful. f must be taken larger:
f ðk; dÞ ¼ minfðk=ð2  dÞÞ1=2; k=d2g:
Notice that f ðk; dÞ ¼ xð1Þ, because of the condition on k. The ﬁrst condition assures that during
the routing in Step 2, the expected number of packets that is routed from each PU equals at least
k=f 2 > 4  d, satisfying the condition of Lemma 13. The second condition assures that k=f P d2.
This implies that for the list-ranking problems in Step 3 and 5 we can apply Theorem 5.
Another problem with small k is that it is not correct anymore to assume that each PU con-
tributes approximately the same number of packets to any of the routing operations. For this
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there is a trick that works on any network on which routing in subnetworks is much cheaper than
routing on the entire network: Each sending operation is preceded by counting and routing op-
erations to evenly spread out all participating packets. This may be performed in submeshes with
logN PUs each. At the end of each routing operation, if the packets do not ﬁt in the queue of a
PU, they can spread to neighboring PUs within a distance of logN . These ideas are standard and
were already used in [14]. 
6. Conclusions and open problems
We have given an almost complete analysis of the list-ranking problem on networks. First we
have shown that the problem requires at least as many steps as routing. Then we gave a general
algorithm, which uses only twice as many steps for suﬃciently large k. For hypercubes we found
TrankðkP log2 N ;NÞ ¼ OðTrouteðk;NÞÞ;
Trankðk ¼ xðlog2 NÞ;NÞ ¼ ð2þ oð1ÞÞ  Trouteðk;NÞ:
Likewise for d-dimensional meshes
TrankðkP d2;NÞ ¼ OðTrouteðk;NÞÞ;
Trankðk ¼ xðlog2 NÞ;NÞ ¼ ð1þ oð1ÞÞ  Trouteðk;NÞ:
Nevertheless there are some interesting open problems that deserve further consideration:
1. Can the algorithm be made deterministic? We notice that the randomization in our algo-
rithm is fundamentally diﬀerent from the randomization in sorting algorithms. For sorting,
a good sample can be obtained by sorting subsets and taking regularly interspaced subsets
thereof. The problem with list-ranking is that there is no total order on the elements, and
hence it is hard to deterministically select a small subset that more or less regularly subdi-
vides the lists. The techniques from [1,4] appear to be either to expensive or not suﬃciently
eﬀective.
2. Can we get rid of the condition that the initial elements of the lists are known without incurring
an additional Trouteðk;NÞ steps? The following idea might work (most easily for meshes): if a
certain subnetwork is planning to send less packets than expected, then the number of packets
is increased to the expected value by randomly choosing some additional rulers.
3. Is it possible to achieve the same results for smaller k? Most notably: sorting on hypercubes can
be performed in OðTrouteðk;NÞÞ for kP logN . Our algorithm needs kP log2 N . Is this neces-
sary? For meshes the most interesting question is whether a list of length N can be ranked
on a d-dimensional n     n mesh with nd ¼ N in Oðd  nÞ?
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